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BACKGROUND 
 

With this 3-year project, TERC and the Museum of Science (MoS) Boston are studying 
how family and school visitors integrate iPod Touch versions of the Signing Science Pictionary 
(SSP), Signing Science Dictionary (SSD), and Signing Math Dictionary (SMD) into their 
museum experience and the impact of their use. These interactive 3D dictionaries were originally 
developed as Web-based versions by TERC and Vcom3D (innovators of the SigningAvatar® 
technology that powers them) for use in formal classroom settings with learners who are deaf 
and hard of hearing and whose first language is sign. Each dictionary includes more than 700 
standards-based science or mathematics terms. The SSP (funded in part by grants from the Carl 
and Ruth Shapiro Family Foundation and the U. S. Department of Education, Grant 
#H327A080040) is intended for children ages 5-8 and grades K-4. The SSD (funded by grants 
from NEC Foundation of America, the National Science Foundation Grant [NSF] #HRD-
0533057, and the U.S. Department of Education Grant #H327A060026), and the SMD (funded 
by NSF, #HRD-0833969) is intended for ages 9-12 and grades 5-8. Ongoing research and 
development resulted in mobile versions of the innovations and study of their integration into 
formal and informal settings. The pilot test described in this report is part of this ongoing work. 

Designed to accommodate a broad range of users, each dictionary embeds the three 
principles of Universal Design for Learning [UDL] (Rose & Meyer 2002) as follows: 1) 
Flexibility of representation to give learners various ways of acquiring information/knowledge is 
achieved by presenting information in multiple ways as text, static images, signing, and voice. 2) 
Multiple means of expression to provide learners alternatives for demonstrating what they know 
are achieved by allowing users to select ASL, SE, or voice to communicate their thinking. 3) 
Multiple means of engagement to tap into learner interests, offer appropriate challenges, and 
increase motivation are achieved by offering users opportunities to work in ways that make sense 
and are interesting to them.  

More specifically, users can choose from a group of Avatars of different ethnicities and 
genders; select American Sign Language (ASL), Signed English (SE), or human voice; access a 
term of interest by typing or pasting it into a Search box or by going to a letter-list containing all 
the terms that begin with the first letter of the term and selecting it; view a part of speech, 
illustration, entire text block, or individual words on a page in any order as often as they like; 
decide to find out about a term within a definition; look at previous words at any time; change 
the signing speed and size of the text; rotate the Avatar for clearer viewing. The images below of 
pages from the iPod version of the SSP show some of these UDL features. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
Definition Page         Illustration Page                     Signing Page 
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Web-based versions of the dictionaries can be accessed from http://signsci.test.terc.edu. 
CD Rom versions for use without an Internet connection are available from the Vcom3D Online 
store (http://store02.prostores.com/servlet/vcom3dinc/StoreFront). The plug-in that is required to 
see the avatars sign can be downloaded from http://signsci.test.terc.edu/plugin_installer.html. 
iPod versions are available as Apps from iTunes (http://signingapp.com/index_desktop.html). 

 
 

THE PILOT TEST 
 

Overview 
TERC and the MoS Research and Evaluation team coordinated and conducted the pilot 

test. The test occurred between January and December 2011 and included two phases. Phase I 
was conducted during Year One of the project and extended from January through August of 
2011. Phase II was conducted during Year Two of the project and extended from September 
through December of the same year. The purpose of each phase was to iteratively design, test, 
and refine the research protocols and instruments that would be used for the field test. Eleven 
families and one school group took part in Phase I. Seven families and one school group took 
part in Phase II. TERC assumed responsibility for developing the research protocols and 
instruments, conducting the focus group visits, and reporting. In addition to providing the test 
site, the MoS provided ongoing review and recommendations related to development of the 
protocols and instruments, arranged for admission of visitors, researchers and interpreters to the 
MoS, and assisted with recruitment of visitors. They also assumed responsibility for videotaping 
and transferring findings for inclusion in this report. 

During each phase family and school visitors were observed using the dictionaries in 
exhibit areas pre-selected for the study. For Phase I these exhibits included Science in the Park 
and Take a Closer Look.  Science in the Park invites visitors to use familiar objects such as 
playground equipment and bicycle parts to investigate the forces that set things in motion, cause 
their motion to stop, or hold them in place. Take a Closer Look encourages visitors to use their 
senses to observe and perceive a range of phenomena. For Phase II two additional exhibits were 
added to increase opportunities to examine unstructured use of the dictionaries. These exhibits 
included The Human Body Connection and Natural Mysteries. The Human Body Connection 
invites visitors to investigate human anatomy and physiology, the variations that exist within 
human populations, and the evolution of living things over time. Natural Mysteries encourages 
visitors to use classification to uncover patterns and meanings that are hidden in the natural 
world. 

These four exhibits were selected because they incorporate features that provide 
opportunities to study use of the dictionaries with visitors of varying ages, levels of hearing loss, 
reading ability, and STEM knowledge. They were also selected because they focus on visual 
learning; use text that is simple, clear, and concise to present material; and include activities that 
vary in difficulty. Additionally, the majority of the terms that are used to introduce activities and 
to help visitors understand their meaning are included in one or more of the dictionaries that are 
the focus of the research.  
 
Goals 

The goal of the pilot test was to finalize the research protocols and instruments that 
would be used during the field test. To achieve this goal, we implemented an iterative cycle of 
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design, testing, and refinement intended to result in a research design that at the end of the field 
test would enable us to answer the following three research questions.  

1) How do visitors, ages 5-12+ who are deaf or hard of hearing, integrate handheld 
dictionaries into their museum learning experience during family visits?  

2) How do visitors, in grades K-8+ who are deaf or hard of hearing, integrate handheld 
dictionaries into their museum learning experience during school visits? 

3) What kinds of science learning are made possible with use of the dictionaries?  
 

 
PHASE I: January-August 2011 

  
This first phase of the pilot test included 36 family visitors divided among 11 families 

and one school group of 19 visitors for a total of 55 participants. Prior to coming to the MoS, 
each family completed a Family Information form. The school group leader completed a Site 
Data form. The forms asked for demographic information about the visitors and included 
questions about factors such as age, hearing level, and signing ability. For hearing level, parents 
and school group leaders were asked to categorize their family members’ or students’ hearing 
level as either hearing, hard of hearing, or deaf.   For signing ability, parents and school group 
leaders were asked to categorize their family members’ or students’ signing ability according to 
the following “Sign Communication Proficiency Levels”: superior, advanced, intermediate, 
survival, or novice, or no functional skills. 

The Site Data form included additional questions to identify the topics students were 
studying in class. This information was used to determine which exhibit area (Science in the Park 
or Take a Closer Look) would be most appropriate for a particular group of visitors. It was also 
used to ensure that there was at least one researcher and one interpreter available to observe each 
group and conduct interviews. The information was subsequently used during data analysis to 
relate findings to variables such as age, level of hearing loss, and signing ability.  
 
Focus Group 1-January 2011 (two families) 
 

Participants-These families had participated in research associated with other signing 
dictionaries. Each family included individuals who are members of the project Advisory Board. 
Family A consisted of two hearing parents, both with novice signing ability, and their deaf eight-
year old daughter who was a superior signer. Family B consisted of a hearing mother with 
advanced signing ability, a hearing father with intermediate signing ability, their hearing nine-
year old son with novice signing ability, and their deaf ten and a half year old daughter who was 
a superior signer.  
 

Visit Protocol—The visit began with a brief introductory meeting to distribute the iPods 
with the pre-loaded dictionaries and an explanation of what they would be doing. The plan was 
for families to explore Science in the Park and, at some point, meet with the researcher before 
and after doing Big See Saw to answer the questions: What do you think you need to do to 
balance the see saw? How do you know it is balanced? A comparison of pre- post-responses to 
the questions was intended for use in determining the degree to which integration of the 
dictionaries into the visit experience contributes to gain in science content knowledge. Big See 
Saw was selected as the focus for this component because of its popularity with children. 
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Observation of the visitors during their exploration of Science in the Park was to be ongoing and 
conclude with a short interview with the two deaf children to find out about their experiences. 
This process was to be repeated for Take a Closer Look. At some point, children were to meet 
with the researcher at How Long is a Minute? to answer the question: What do you think a 
minute is? This activity was selected for the pre- post- assessment because most children have 
some familiarity with the topic of time. At the end of the visit, parents were to be interviewed to 
find out about their experiences. The images on the next page show visitors using the dictionaries 
to look up terms in Science in the Park. 

 

               
                        Looking Up “Pendulum”    Looking up  “Fulcrum” 
 
Data Collection Instruments 

Observation Guide-to provide information about how visitors use the dictionaries and 
about what they do and say; to ensure the taking of careful observation notes with regard to 
behavior and use. Questions included: What do parents and children do? How do parents and 
children use the dictionaries?  What terms do they look up?  

 
Child Interview Form-to provide information about visitors’ experiences; to discover 

which activities they liked or disliked; to find out which activities were easy or difficult; to learn 
more about how they use the dictionaries; to identify what they learned and remembered. 
Questions included: What were some of the words that you looked up?  Did you find all of the 
words you were looking for?  What words were missing? Did you like being able to use the 
dictionaries to look up words? What is an example of a word that you looked up and how did it 
help you? 
 

Parent Interview Form-to provide information about parents’ experiences; to find out 
more about how they used the dictionaries; to suggest items to incorporate into subsequent visits. 
Questions included: Did your children use the dictionaries to look up words?  Which words did 
they look up?  Were there words that they tried to find and were not there? Which words were 
missing? Did you use the dictionaries to look up any words?  If so, did using them help you 
answer your child’s questions or clarify your thinking? If so, what is an example of how they 
helped you? 

 
Pre-Post-Assessment Form- to provide information about students’ science content 

knowledge and understanding prior to and after completing an activity while using the 
dictionaries.  
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Major Findings—Evidence from this first visit showed that children rarely used the 
dictionaries to look up a term to learn its sign or meaning unless they were prompted to do so by 
a parent or researcher. The degree to which parents used the dictionaries was also limited and 
depended on their ability to use sign. Parents and children with limited signing ability used the 
dictionaries to learn new signs for science and math terms that they did not know. This enabled 
them to learn new signs and build their capacity to communicate with their deaf child. 
Accomplished signers used them to check the signs they were using and to build on and deepen 
their understanding of the terms and definitions. This enabled them to use signed communication 
to converse with their children about their experiences as they engaged in the various aspects of 
an activity. In both cases, using the dictionary in ways that met their individual needs provided 
access to the content and enhanced communication within and among families.   

A common problem for both groups was that they had a hard time identifying terms that 
were important for doing or understanding an activity and that were also included in at least one 
of the dictionaries. To alleviate this parents suggested providing a couple of structured activities 
or tasks to do to facilitate their use. They also suggested that it would be useful to create a 
pamphlet or card showing them how to access the various dictionary features that they could 
hold on to and refer to on the fly. In addition, the pre-post-assessment appeared to focus 
disproportionate attention on changes in content knowledge and de-emphasize the focus on how 
visitors integrate the dictionaries into their museum experience. Parents also suggested limiting 
the data-collection period to about an hour to capitalize on the experience before children 
became tired. 
 
Focus Group 2-May 2011 (one family) 
 

Participants-This family consisted of a hearing father with advanced signing ability and 
his five-year old deaf son with intermediate signing ability. 
 
  Visit Protocol—The revised protocol limited the data-collection period to 90 minutes or 
less, explored the feasibility of videotaping, and suggested a strategy for using the innovation as 
an assistive tool to access activity content and facilitate communication. The visit began with 
observation and videotaping of the family exploring Science in the Park independently for 
approximately twenty minutes. Science in the Park was selected because it offers a range of 
activities appropriate for younger visitors. Parent and child were both interviewed at the end of 
the period to find out about their experiences. This modification to the protocol ensured that 
feedback from all participants was related directly to experiences in the exhibit area that were the 
focus of the interview.  

The intent of independent exploration was to provide baseline data for comparison with 
data collected while using the dictionaries to do Lift and Big See Saw. These activities were 
selected as the focus for examining dictionary use because they are among the most popular 
activities in Science in the Park and appeal to a broad range of ages. According to the revised 
protocol the family would be introduced to use of the dictionaries through the use of a Pocket 
Quick Guide in combination with a modeling activity that included looking up a term of interest 
to them that was contained in one of the central questions written on the activity panels for either 
Lift or Big See Saw. The Quick Guide was a double-sided card that was intended to fit into a 
pocket for use during the visit. As shown in the image on the next page, it included information 
about how to turn the iPod on and off and lock and unlock it; select a dictionary; find a term and 
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definition; use the Search Box; sign text and view pictures; use the signing controls. After being 
introduced to the use of the dictionaries, they would then proceed to do the activities while using 
the dictionaries. However, during the period of open exploration the researcher noticed that the 
family spent little time at any activity and focused on doing them without reading or discussing 
the information on the activity panels. Therefore, she departed from the protocol as written and 
chose a term that was related to both activities and had not been used in previous conversation 
during independent exploration. After using the dictionaries to look up the term (in this case, 
“lever”), the family was invited to explore Lift and Big See Saw while using the dictionaries. 
They were observed, videotaped, and interviewed as for the open exploration. 
 

 
           An Example From the Quick Guide 
 

Data Collection Instruments-The Observation Guides, Child Interview Form, and Parent 
Interview Form used for Focus Group 1 were also used for Focus Group 2. The Pre-Post-
Assessment Form was not used as this component of the protocol was deleted for the reason 
described previously. 
 

Major Findings—Evidence from this second visit showed that modeling use of the 
dictionaries did not provide sufficient scaffolding, instruction, or motivation to result in the 
visitors using them to help them do the selected activities or communicate about them. As for 
Focus Group 1 visitors typically moved rapidly from activity to activity and spent little time at 
any one activity. Most of the time spent at any one activity was on “doing” it without considering 
any of the technical information provided in the panels or trying to answer the questions used in 
the panels to frame the activity. Very little time, if any, was spent questioning or discussing what 
was done experienced or observed. The parent commented that he found it particularly 
frustrating, and time consuming, to go through the multi-step process of identifying terms that 
would be useful to look up in the dictionary, looking them up only to find that some of them 
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were not included in the dictionaries, and then using the information for those terms that he 
could find to explain phenomena in a meaningful way to his young son. When the researcher 
asked if he thought having a card with a list of terms related to each activity that could be looked 
up in the dictionaries would be helpful, he responded, “Sure, that would help...if it showed the 
main key words for the concept, that is a great idea!  Anything you can do where you just walk 
up to the exhibit and it just gives you information and takes all of the other steps out of the way 
would be useful.” When asked about the utility of the Quick Guide, he said that it would go in 
his back pocket and he would never use it 

 Videotaping the family’s interactions during each part of the visit, proved to be a useful 
way to capture examples of how the family experienced the exhibit activities with and without 
use of the dictionaries, and show how the family integrated the dictionaries into their visit 
experience. Click Video Clip 1 to view the deaf child using the sign for lever-learned while the 
researcher models use of the dictionaries-at Big See Saw. Click Video Clip 2 to view the father 
selecting the term pendulum in the activity panel to look up in the dictionaries and then using 
them to look it up. 
 
Focus Group 3-June 2011 (five families)   
 

Participants-Five families participated in Focus Group 3. Four families visited on one 
day and one family on another. Family A consisted of a hearing mother with novice signing 
ability and her two sons ages eight and one. Both had mild hearing loss and novice signing 
ability. Family B consisted of a hearing mother with no signing skills, her six-year old son who 
was hard of hearing with novice signing ability, and her eight-year-old daughter who was 
hearing and had no signing skills. Family C consisted of a deaf twelve-year old girl with 
intermediate signing ability and her Big Sister from the Big Brothers and Big Sisters Program 
who was hearing and had superior signing ability. Family D consisted of a hearing mother with 
survival signing ability and her deaf five-year old daughter who had intermediate signing ability. 
Family E consisted of a hearing mother with superior signing ability; two deaf male children 
ages 7 and 13 with intermediate and survival signing ability, respectively; and a male young 
adult, age 20, with moderate hearing loss and superior signing ability.  

 
Visit Protocol—To address the findings that emerged from Focus Groups 1 and 2, the 

protocol for Focus Group 3 was revised to include two strategies. The strategies were intended to 
help visitors make a connection between terms in the dictionaries and the activities and to 
provide reasons for using them to access content and communicate about what they were going 
to do or had done. The strategies included a Word Card and a game. Lessons learned from a prior 
research study that involved use of the SSD and SSP with families in a zoo, aquarium, and nature 
center (Vesel & Robillard 2010) informed design of the Word Card. Methodologies included in 
the Group Inquiry by Visitors at Exhibits (GIVE) project conducted at the Exploratorium in San 
Francisco, California (Gutwill & Allen 2010) served as a model for design of the game.  
 Science in the Park was selected for initial development of the strategies because it offers 
a range of activities appropriate for visitors of all ages. The Word Card focused on a subset of 
four activities-Race, Speed Up, Spin, and Big See Saw. These activities were selected because 
they naturally bring visitors in contact with at least three terms that are included in the 
dictionaries and are related to the topic of force and motion. Their close proximity to one another 
facilitates movement of visitors and researchers from one activity to another. The double-sided 
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Word Card that emerged began with a set of generic terms found throughout the activities in 
Science in the Park followed by several terms for each of the four activities. Each term included 
an illustration that often came from one of the dictionaries. The image below is an example of 
the Word Card for two of the activities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An Example of the Word Card for Spin and Big See Saw 
 

The game that emerged was called Find the Forces, a topic that underlies all of the 
activities in Science in the Park. As the name implies, it was intended to help visitors integrate 
the dictionaries into their discovery of what forces were at play as they did an activity. In so 
doing, it reinforced a concept central to each activity and to the entire exhibit. The game had 
three steps: 1) Try it out. 2) Think about it. 3) Try it out again. These steps were listed at the top 
of the front side of a game card followed by sets of terms relevant to the activities. The terms 
were categorized under the headings of force or motion and filled the remainder of the front side 
of the card and most of its second side. As for the Word Card, an illustration that often came 
from one of the dictionaries accompanied each term. The game focused on four activities—Slide, 
Jump, Lift and Swing. As for the Word Card, these activities were selected because they naturally 
bring visitors in contact with at least three terms that are included in the dictionaries and are 
related to the topic of force and motion. Their close proximity to one another also facilitates 
movement of visitors and researchers from one activity to another. The game was to be 
introduced with guidance from the researcher at Slide, and then visitors were to play it at the 
remaining three exhibits on their own. 

The visit began with a meeting at a specified time and location, both of which had been 
set up beforehand. Prior to the meeting, families were free to explore on their own. Staggering 
the visits throughout the day allowed research to be conducted with families one-on-one rather 
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than with multiple families simultaneously as for Focus Group 1. Upon arrival, family members 
were given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto them and the researcher demonstrated how 
to use their main functions and interactive features. Since the Quick Guide seemed to be “just 
another thing to hold,” it was not integrated into this or subsequent visits. Instead, researchers 
began to support use through in-the-moment teaching on an as-needed basis during the visit. 
After becoming acquainted with the dictionaries, visitors were given a Word Card and asked to 
go to the four exhibits (Race, Speed Up, Spin, and Big See Saw) and complete them to their 
satisfaction using it and the dictionaries. When they had completed all four activities, they 
returned to the original meeting place where the researcher interviewed them about their 
experiences.  

Next, the researcher took the family to Slide and explained that they would play a game 
called Find the Forces using a game card like the one shown below. 
 

 
An Example of the Find the Forces Game Card 

 
With guidance from the researcher, the family used Slide to practice the four steps of the 

game. They then went to Jump and to Lift and played the game on their own while the researcher 
observed. When they were finished, they played the game at Swing while the researcher asked 
probing questions to find out what they were thinking about the forces that were at play. After 
they had finished all four activities, the family returned to the original meeting place where the 
researcher interviewed them about their experiences. Due to the timing of the visit on a weekend, 
videotaping was not included for this focus group.  The images below and on the next page show 
families using the Word Card and playing the game.  
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   Looking Up Word Card Terms at Race                                     Finding the Forces at Slide  

 

                   
   Reading the Definition for “Fulcrum”   Learning the Sign for “Fast” 

 
 
Data Collection Instruments 

Observation Guide-This was identical to the guide used previously with the addition of a 
place to record the time spent at each activity. 
 

Interview Forms for Parents and Children-These were identical to those used previously 
with the addition of strategy-specific questions such as: Did you look at or use the Word Card?  
If so, was it helpful? Did you like playing the game? What did you like or not like? What forces 
did you find?  
 

Follow-Up Online Survey for Parents-The survey was sent to parents (or those in this 
role) for completion within a two-week period. It was intended to provide feedback about 
questions of particular interest to the researcher after participants had had time to reflect on their 
visit experience. Questions included: Were the dictionaries easy to use, informative, and useful? 
How useful was the Word Card? How useful was playing the game in helping you use the 
dictionaries?  Give one example of how the dictionaries were valuable to you or your child(ren) 
during your visit? 
 

Major Findings-Evidence from this third visit showed that using the Word Card and 
game did slow visitors down and help them access content and communicate about their 
experiences. The average time spent at an activity increased from a minute or less in Focus 
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Groups 1 and 2 to three minutes when the Word Card or game was used. All of the families used 
the Word Card according to their needs and reported that it was useful. In particular, it helped 
them identify the key words for an activity and know which dictionary they should use to look 
them up. Only three of the five families attempted the game. Those that did try it, did so with 
varying levels of depth and engagement that seemed to be related to the age, hearing level, and 
signing ability of the children and to their involvement in carrying out its three steps. One parent 
said that there was a lot of vocabulary that she just would not have attempted with her daughter 
had she not had the dictionaries. She said that being able to use the dictionaries made the visit 
more informative and educational for her and for her daughter. Another parent said that it gave 
her deaf child more independence to be able to look up terms and understand their meaning on 
her own, only relying on her to “fill in the blanks” and give additional support when needed.   

While parents and children did look up terms in the dictionaries, their reasons or 
motivation for doing so varied. For example, some visitors chose to read the panels at each 
activity, identify terms that they were not familiar with, and then look them up prior to or 
following completion of the activity. Others chose to do the activity and then use the Word Card 
to see which words related to the activity were also in the dictionaries. They then used them to 
explain what they had learned. For example, children might explain what they had learned by 
repeating the definition of a term to their parent or to the researcher. Other times, the parent 
would ask follow up questions to help their children clarify their ideas based on new information 
from the dictionary. This might lead to further discussion about the meaning that was embedded 
in the definition of the term. Sometimes what was learned by looking up the term in the 
dictionaries was related back to the activity itself as a result of the parent or researcher “making 
the connection” explicit or the child explaining how the term or concept related to the activity.   
 Additional findings were as follows: Some of the terms, such as potential energy, inertia, 
momentum, and velocity that were included in the Word Card and Find the Forces game were not 
appropriate for younger visitors. Instead, they chose to look up words that were more at their 
level such as fast and spin. Some of the Science in the Park activities were more popular or 
attractive to visitors than others. Although it was one of the activities selected for the Word Card, 
only one family visited Speed Up and actually attempted it. Although it was not one of the 
activities selected for the Word Card and game, two of the five families visited Turn and looked 
up momentum. Additionally, working with families one on one proved preferable to trying to 
conduct research simultaneously with multiple families. 
 
Focus Group 4-July 2011 (one family)   
 

Participants-One family participated in Focus Group 4. It consisted of a deaf mother and 
father with superior signing ability, their deaf twelve-year old daughter with advanced signing 
ability, and their deaf ten year-old son with superior signing ability.   

 
Visit Protocol—To address the findings that emerged from Focus Group 3, the protocol 

for use in Science in the Park was revised. Several terms were added to the Word Card that relate 
to the concept of forces and motion and are appropriate for younger visitors. Among those terms 
added were fast, slow, long, short, heavy and light. To better focus the strategies on activities 
that are engaging and appropriate for a broad range of visitors, Speed Up was removed from the 
Word Card and Swing was added; Turn was added to the game and Swing was removed. To help 
families begin to see how they might integrate the dictionaries into their exhibit experience, a 
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new first activity was added. It used the Word Card to introduce the interactive features of the 
dictionaries and simultaneously model how to identify terms to look up and apply what had been 
learned to the activity experience. For Science in the Park, this introductory activity took place in 
the context of an initial meeting at Swing. Following it, the family was to complete the other 
three other Word Card activities (Race, Spin, and Big See Saw). To ensure that families would be 
videotaped doing at least one Word Card activity and one game activity, Race was selected for 
the Word Card and Jump for the game. These activities were selected for videotaping because 
their close proximity to one another simplified set up of the video camera in a stationary location 
for recording family interactions. 

Based on the findings from Focus Group 3, a protocol similar to the one used for Science 
in the Park was developed for Take a Closer Look. It included a Word Card and game called 
Observe With Your Senses, a topic that underlies all of the activities in this exhibit area. The 
Word Card focused on four activities-How Long Is A Minute? Light in the Darkness, Vibration 
Patterns, and Seeing Heat. These activities were selected because they naturally bring visitors in 
contact with at least three terms that are in the dictionaries and are related to using the senses to 
observe. As with Science in the Park, their close proximity to one another facilitates movement 
of visitors and researchers from one activity to another. Also as with Science in the Park, the 
double-sided Word Card began with a set of generic terms found throughout the activities 
followed by several terms for each of the activities. Each term included an illustration that was 
often from one of the dictionaries.  

The game that emerged was called Observe With Your Senses, a topic that underlies all of 
the activities in Take a Closer Look. As the name implies, it was intended to help visitors use 
their senses to make observations as they did an activity. As with the Find the Forces game, it 
reinforced a concept central to the activity and to the entire exhibit and had the same three steps: 
1) Try it out. 2) Think about it. 3) Try it out again. Also as with Find the Forces, these steps 
were listed at the top of the front side of the game card followed by sets of illustrated terms 
relevant to the activities. The game focused on four activities – Fingerprints of Light, Hot or 
Cold? Seeing Sound Waves, and Sense for Scents. As for the Word Card, these activities were 
selected because they naturally bring visitors in contact with at least three terms that are in the 
dictionaries and are related to using the senses to observe. Their close proximity to one another 
facilitates movement of visitors and researchers from one activity to another. The terms filled the 
remainder of the front side of the card and most of its second side. They were categorized under 
the headings of the sense that applied to the activity- either touch, hearing, sight, or smell. The 
game was to be introduced with guidance from the researcher at Fingerprints of Light. 
Afterwards, visitors were to play it at the remaining three exhibits on their own.  

The visit began at the entrance to Take a Closer Look, where the family members were 
given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto them and the researcher demonstrated how to use 
their main functions and interactive features. Visitors were then given a Word Card and directed 
to Light in the Darkness where the researcher used it to introduce the interactive features of the 
dictionaries and simultaneously model how to identify terms to look up and how to apply what 
had been learned to the activity experience. After this introductory activity, the family was asked 
to go to the other three exhibits (How Long is a Minute?, Vibration Patterns, and Seeing Heat) 
and complete them to their satisfaction using the Word Card and the dictionaries. However, 
rather than doing this, they separated and chose to experience the activities on their own or in 
pairs. In the process, they explored the three Word Card activities and other activities. This 
allowed the researchers to observe the family doing the three activities and to videotape them. 
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After about 15 minutes in the exhibit area, the mother said that her son seemed to be 
getting tired and her daughter was ready to go to move on. Therefore, instead of introducing the 
game, the researcher encouraged the family to visit other exhibits of interest and to use the 
dictionaries as they wished. Near the entrance to Take a Closer Look, a museum staff member 
was holding a live snake, talking about it with visitors, and answering their questions.  The 
daughter looked up snake in the SSP. Then, the family proceeded to the dinosaur exhibit where 
the daughter noticed some examples of fossils and the term fossil in the display panels. She 
looked up the term fossil and showed it to the researcher.  After spending a short time in the 
dinosaur exhibit area, she wanted to go to the math exhibit. The family then proceeded to 
Mathematica. At the Celestial Mechanics activity, the family used the dictionary to look up 
friction. When they seemed to be finished in the area, the researcher interviewed them about 
their experiences.  The images bon the next page show the family using the dictionaries during 
their visit. Click Video Clip 3 to view the parents and son doing Time Lapse Video, an activity in 
Take a Closer Look. 

 

        
     Looking Up Word Card Terms at Hot or Cold?  Looking Up “Motion” at Whirling Watcher 
 

        
  Looking Up Word Card Terms at Sense for Scents  Looking Up “Friction” in Mathematica 

 
Data Collection Instruments 

Observation Guide-This was identical to the guide used previously but modified slightly 
for observation of the Word Card and game in Take a Closer Look. 
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Interview Forms for Parents and Children-These were identical to those used previously 
but also modified slightly to question parents and children about their experiences using the 
Word Card and game in Take a Closer Look.  
 

Follow-Up Online Survey for Parents-The survey was identical to the survey used 
previously. 
 

Major Findings—This fourth visit provided the researchers with a first set of information 
from a family all of whose members were deaf. All of the family members said that being able to 
use the dictionaries during the visit was useful and informative. However, the parents reported 
that it was more helpful for their children than for them as deaf adults. The father said, “I think 
that this is good for kids. The dictionary doesn’t have any words that would be unfamiliar to 
adults. It’s good for things where kids are tied to specific vocabulary…as an educational tool.” 
He also added that he thought the dictionaries would be more useful for deaf children with 
hearing parents. The mother said that being able to use the dictionaries during the visit made her 
and her family “feel welcome.”  She said, “It’s a great opportunity for us to feel the same access 
as others, to be equal with others that have the same information and understanding of what is 
going on around the museum.”  The daughter said, “Later when I come back, I’d use it again!” 

The family used the Word Card according to their needs in Take a Closer Look and 
reported that it was useful.  However, they were not interested in staying in the exhibit area to 
play the game. Instead, their open exploration of other exhibit areas in the museum revealed that 
it is possible for families to successfully integrate the dictionaries in additional exhibit areas that 
are of particular interest to them. 

Additionally, while identifying and selecting specific activities where visitors would be 
videotaped proved to be a successful strategy for gathering video data. However, using a set up 
that included a stationary surveillance camera proved restrictive and limited the number of 
activities that could be videotaped.  

 
Focus Group 5-August 2011 (two families)   
 

Participants-Two families participated in Focus Group 5. One family visited on one day 
and one family on another. Family A consisted of a deaf mother, her deaf twelve-year old 
daughter, her deaf mother (the children’s grandmother), and her hearing eight-year old son. With 
the exception of the hearing son who had intermediate signing ability, all of the family members 
had superior signing ability. Family B consisted of a hearing mother, a hearing father, their two 
hearing sons, and their deaf five-your old daughter. When adopted, the daughter had no 
language. Therefore, the entire family was learning to sign together. At the time of the visit, with 
the exception of the mother who had survival signing ability, all of the family members were 
novice signers.  

 
Visit Protocol—The intent of this focus group was to research use of the versions of the 

Word Card and game, initially developed and tested with Focus Group 3 and revised and further 
tested with Focus Group 4, with at least one additional family in each of the two exhibit 
areas-Science in the Park and Take a Closer Look. It also provided an opportunity to begin to 
extend project research to include grandparents. As described previously, Science in the Park is 
an area with a range of activities appropriate for families that include both younger and older 
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visitors. Whereas, based on observation of visitors prior to inclusion of the exhibit area into the 
study, the activity topics and method of presentation in Take a Closer Look are appropriate for 
families that include older visitors. With this in mind, Family A was assigned to Take a Closer 
Look. Family B was assigned to Science in the Park.   

Upon arrival, family members were given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto them 
and the researcher demonstrated how to use their main functions and interactive features. After 
becoming acquainted with the dictionaries, visitors were then given a Word Card and directed to 
a pre-selected activity (Swing for Science in the Park and Light in the Darkness for Take a 
Closer Look) where the researcher used it to introduce the interactive features of the dictionaries 
and simultaneously model how to identify terms to look up and how to apply what had been 
learned to the activity experience. After the introductory activity, the families were asked to go 
to the other three activities and complete them using the Word Card and dictionaries. For Science 
in the Park, they went to Race, Spin, and Big See Saw. For Take a Closer Look, they went to 
Vibration Patterns, Seeing Heat, and How Long is a Minute?  

As it turned out, both families chose to explore the three Word Card activities as well as 
other activities in their respective area. In some cases, they worked together as a family. In other 
cases, they broke into pairs or smaller groups and checked in periodically with one another. This 
was fortuitous as it allowed the researchers to observe families doing the three Word Card 
activities as well as additional activities. It also enabled videotaping of Family B doing several 
activities with Word Cards in Science in the Park. Both families were very engaged and wanted 
to complete the majority of activities in the area, including those that were designated as game 
activities. Therefore, instead of introducing the game, the researcher met with each family after 
they had explored their respective area to discuss how to proceed.  

Family A had another commitment that gave them limited time to explore other sections 
of the museum after doing the components of the research study. Therefore, the researcher 
suggested they end their exploration of Take a Closer Look and go on to explore other exhibits 
on their own. Before they departed, she interviewed them about their experiences in Take a 
Closer Look using the Word Card. Family B wanted to continue to use the dictionaries in another 
exhibit area. Therefore, the researcher suggested they try Take a Closer Look. Even though the 
deaf child was young, the researcher knew that there were words that could be accessed in the 
dictionaries for age-appropriate activities such as Sense for Scents. The family agreed and the 
researcher led them to Take a Closer Look where they were observed. At the conclusion of this 
second set of explorations, she interviewed them about their experiences. The images below and 
show the families using the dictionaries. Click Video Clip 4 to view the hearing child in Family 
A looking up the term infrared with help from the researcher at Seeing Heat, and then read the 
definition and discuss the activity with his deaf mother. Click Video Clip 5 to view the deaf child 
in Family A view the ASL definition of a term that the researcher identified on the panel at Hot 
of Cold?, and then explain the activity her family. 
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Looking Up Word Card Terms in Take a Closer Look                            Looking Up “Infrared” at Seeing Heat 
 

  
Looking Up “Weight” & “Heavy” at Big See Saw           Learning the Sign for “Spin” 

 
Data Collection Instruments 

The Observation Guide, Interview Forms for Parents and Children, and the Follow-Up 
Online Survey for Parents used for these visits were identical to the instruments used for Focus 
Group 4. 
 

Major Findings— Evidence from this fifth focus group provided additional support of the 
Word Card as a strategy that could be used to slow family visitors down, access content, and 
communicate about their experiences. It also revealed that using the Word Card to identify key 
words that could be accessed in the dictionaries provided the guidance and support needed to 
help families integrate them into their visit experience and that the game was not needed. 
Additionally, families showed interest in exploring other exhibit areas in the museum after 
experiencing use of the dictionaries in conjunction with the Word Card. 

Both families used the dictionaries at activities with and without the Word Card and 
reported that it was useful. For example, the deaf mother, grandmother, and daughter liked 
seeing the terms and definitions signed in ASL. Whereas this family’s hearing son benefitted 
from reading the text definitions to learn more about what he was observing. When asked what 
she thought about using the dictionaries during the visit, the deaf grandmother said, “I used it a 
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lot.  I looked up many words.  It was good.”  When asked if she and her family would like to use 
the dictionaries during a subsequent visit to the museum, she said,  “Yeah, I could download it 
on my own phone and we would use it… definitely.  It would help us with the activities…to do 
them better.” 

Since four out of the five of the members of the other family were learning to sign, they 
were able to learn signs for terms that related to the exhibits together “in the moment” as they did 
the activities. The mother of this family said that it was a “life changing” experience for her and 
her family. Specifically, she explained how useful it was for her to learn new signs that she could 
use to explain science phenomena to her daughter. For example, she loved being able to sign 
“lever” and then help her daughter experiment with that concept. She went on to say how very 
difficult it is to explore a concrete example of the concepts that underlie a word such as this 
without being in a museum like the MoS. However, without the dictionaries she would never 
have been able do even begin to do this because going into the experience she did not know the 
sign for this key term. She said, “For our family, it provided us with a unique and amazing 
opportunity for all of us to sign with our daughter and not rely on me as the translator. Everyone 
was on an equal signing level. We could all look up and share, even our daughter.” It is worth 
mentioning that the family downloaded the signing dictionary Apps to their own personal iPhone 
during the visit. Before leaving, the mother added that she planned on using the dictionaries in 
her daughter’s homeschool curriculum for math and science and for future family outings. She 
said, “We saw how this would transform our ability to educate our daughter, as well as 
ourselves. We are very excited to use not only the science App at museums, zoos, and field trips, 
but also the math App. Thank you so much for allowing us a chance to discover these amazing 
dictionaries!” Click Video Clip 6 to view the mother in Family B looking up soft at Jump so that 
she can teach the sign to her deaf daughter and then use it to explain what she is to do. Click 
Video Clip 7 to view the mother in Family B helping her deaf child look up the sign for energy at 
Race and learn its sign before doing the activity together.	  

 
Focus Group 6-June 2011 (One School Group of Two Classes of Students) 
 

Participants-Two classes of students from an urban school in close proximity to the MoS 
participated in Focus Group 6. The group of 19 students included one class of 8 fourth grade 
students and one class of 11 fifth grade students. All of them were deaf and had intermediate 
signing ability. Their science teacher, four other teachers, and one paraprofessional accompanied 
the students. All of these adults were hearing and superior signers.   

 
 Visit Protocol- The purpose of the research associated with this visit was to find out 
about the efficacy of the Word Card and game in helping school field-trip visitors make a 
connection between terms in the dictionaries and the activities and to provide reasons for using 
them to access content and communicate about what they were going to do or had done. To 
accomplish this modifications were made to the protocol used for Family Focus Group 3 that 
were based on the team’s prior experience in working with school visitors, the characteristics of 
the group, and research needs.  

Activity sheets were developed to accompany the Word Card and game so that students 
could record such things as words they looked up, forces they identified, and their findings. The 
completed activity sheets were to serve as a record for students to refer to when they returned to 
the classroom and as a source of data for the researchers. The limited time available (less than an 
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hour) to complete both strategies and the large number of participants precluded observing and 
interviewing all of the students about their experiences. Therefore, a Follow-up Survey was 
developed for students to complete in class the day after their visit. Student comments and 
survey feedback were intended to provide the researchers with insight into individual students’ 
experiences during the visit.  

Prior to the visit, teachers and researchers agreed that the fifth grade students would start 
in Science in the Park while the fourth grade students explored other areas of the museum. After 
approximately an hour they would switch. Science in the Park was selected because the students 
had recently completed a unit on forces and motion and the exhibit content provided a natural fit 
with their classroom studies-a point that was important for being granted permission to 
participate in the field trip.  

Upon arrival at the exhibit, the fifth grade students were divided into pairs. Each pair was 
given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto it. The researcher then demonstrated how to use 
their main functions and interactive features. After becoming acquainted with the dictionaries, 
each pair of students was given a clipboard with a Word Card and activity attached and pencils 
to record their findings. They were instructed to go to each of the four Word Card activities 
(Race, Speed Up, Spin, and Big See Saw) and complete them using the dictionaries and terms 
listed on the Word Card to help them and the activity sheet to record their findings. Researchers 
observed students and teachers as they worked. After all of the pairs of students had completed 
the activities, the researcher brought them back together and explained that they would play a 
game called Find the Forces. Each pair of students was given a game card and activity sheet to 
record their findings. The researcher explained the three steps of the game cycle and directed 
students to play the game using the dictionaries at Slide, Jump, Lift, and Swing. Researchers 
observed students and teachers as they worked. Shortly after they began playing the game, the 
fourth graders arrived. Therefore, they were not able to complete the game at all four activities 
and dispersed to explore other areas of the museum.  

Before beginning the introduction to the dictionaries with the fourth graders, the 
researcher met briefly with the science teacher to discuss how to proceed given the limited 
amount of time remaining before the group was scheduled to eat lunch. The teacher explained 
that they had been identifying forces in their science class and that it made sense for them to start 
with the game. The researcher agreed. They were then divided into pairs and given an iPod with 
the dictionaries loaded onto it. After becoming acquainted with the their main interactive 
features, each pair of students was given a clipboard with a game card and activity sheet and 
instructed to play the game at the four activities. Researchers observed students and teachers as 
they worked. The images below show students and using the Word Card and playing the game.  
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     Looking Up a Word Card Term at Big See Saw  Looking Up Terms & Doing Race  

 

    
                     Looking Up a Word Card Term at Jump           Looking Up a Word Card Term at Slide 
 
Data Collection Instruments  

Observation Guide-This was identical to the guide used previously for family groups, but 
modified for school groups to include the term students rather than children and questions such 
as: What do students do? How do students use the dictionaries?  What terms do they look up? 

 
 Activity Sheets-For use with the Word Card, the activity sheet included the names of 
each of the four Word Card activities (Race, Speed Up, Spin, and Big See Saw) and a place for 
students to record “Words I Looked Up & What I Learned.” For use with the game, the activity 
sheet included the names of each of the four game activities (Slide, Jump, Lift, and Swing) with 
spaces for students’ to record, “Forces I Found and What I Learned,” “Forces I Looked Up and 
What I Learned,” and “Changes I Made to the Forces and What Happened.” 
 
 Follow-up Survey for Students-The teacher was given an envelope with a survey for each 
student to complete in their science class the day after the visit. It also included an envelope for 
returning the completed surveys to TERC. They were intended to provide feedback about 
questions of particular interest to the researcher after students had had time to reflect on their 
visit experience. Questions included: What do you remember about the forces you played with? 
What did you like about using the dictionaries with the Word Card? What did you not like? What 
did you like about using the dictionaries with the game? What did you not like? 
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 Major Findings-This visit provided a first set of information from a school group. 
Teachers and students reported that being able to use the dictionaries during the visit was useful 
and informative. The students were able to use the Word Card and game to help them look up 
key terms for the activities specified for each strategy, learn more about what they were seeing 
and doing, and record terms they looked up and findings on the activity sheets. Additionally, 
having one student in the pair control the iPod and the other hold the clipboard and record 
findings emerged as preferable to passing the materials back and forth. 
 An hour was an insufficient amount of time for each group to be introduced to the 
dictionaries and complete the Word Card and game. Introducing the technology via an interpreter 
in the busy, loud, exhibit area proved particularly challenging. It took longer than with family 
groups because students wanted to “play around” with the device and not follow a step-by-step 
series of instructions.  

  Although Science in the Park was ideal for both groups based on their recent classroom 
work, the teacher mentioned that connecting the visit to specific science lessons done in class 
might further enhance the experience. The Follow Up Student Survey proved a successful 
method for researchers to collect data from students. However, because of their varying ability to 
write in English, many students did not write much or circled “Like” or “Dislike” without 
providing commentary.   
 
 

PHASE II: September-December 2011 
 

This second phase included 22 family visitors divided among 7 families and one school 
group of 16 visitors for a total of 38 participants.  The goal of this phase of the pilot test was to 
use findings from Phase I to revise the protocols and instruments and to test the resulting 
research design with additional families and another school group. A major finding from Phase I 
was that the most critical factor in enabling dictionary use was the integration of a means for 
quickly identifying terms that were in the dictionaries and related to the activity. When this was 
provided, visitors were able to use the dictionaries as an assistive tool to help them do the 
activity or access the content and communicate about it. When it was not provided, visitors 
found it difficult to use the dictionaries for these purposes. With this in mind, the primary 
revision of the protocols involved developing a refined method for enabling visitors to 
immediately identify key terms that were integral to the activity without requiring them to carry 
and refer to a Word Card-a process that proved cumbersome when doing the activity.  
 As for Phase I, each family completed a Family Information form and the school group 
leader completed a Site Data form, prior to coming to the MoS. These forms provided 
demographic information about the visitors and information such as their as age, hearing level, 
and signing ability. 
 
Focus Group 7-November 2011 (four families) 
 Participants - Four families participated in Focus Group 7. All four families visited on 
the same day. Family A consisted of a hearing mother with intermediate signing ability, a 
hearing father with survival signing ability, their hearing ten-year old daughter also with survival 
signing ability, and their deaf five-your old daughter with advanced signing ability. Family B 
consisted of a hearing mother with survival signing ability and her seven year-old deaf son with 
advanced signing ability. Family C consisted of a hearing mother with survival signing ability 
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and her deaf eight-year old son with advanced signing ability. Family D consisted of a hearing 
mother with novice signing ability and her seven-year old son with mild hearing loss and novice 
signing ability.  Since the children in families B, C and D were friends and classmates, they 
arranged their visit so that they could be at the museum together. Therefore, they participated in 
the focus group as a single group of three families. 
 

Visit Protocol- The Word Card component of the protocol described previously for Focus 
Group 7 was modified to include posting Word Lists directly on the panels for six of the Science 
in the Park activities- Swing, Race, Spin, Big See Saw, Jump and Slide. Word Lists were also 
posted on the panels for six Take a Closer Look activities- How Long Is A Minute?, Light in the 
Darkness, Vibration Patterns, Vibration Sensation, Seeing Heat and Hot or Cold? These 
included the four Word Card activities used in Focus Groups 4-6 and two activities that were 
popular and also frequently visited game activities. As for Phase I, all six activities naturally 
bring visitors in contact with at least three terms that are included in the dictionaries and are 
related to the activity and to the central topic that underlies the exhibit. Their close proximity to 
one another facilitates movement of visitors and researchers from one activity to another.   

Each Word List has the name of the activity at the top and includes: 1) Terms that can be 
found in at least one of the dictionaries and are related to the activity. 2) Three letters that signify 
the dictionary where the term can be found. 3) An illustration to help clarify the term’s meaning. 
The image on the next page is an example of the Word List for Slide. 

 

 
 

Findings from Phase I also revealed that families were often interested in visiting other 
exhibit areas after visiting Science in the Park or Take a Closer Look. Therefore, the protocol 
was revised to include a second exhibit area -Human Body Connection or Natural Mysteries. 
Word Lists were not posted in either area. However, families brought the dictionaries with them 
and were encouraged to use them. These areas were selected because they were well liked by 
previous focus-group visitors, focus on the topics that appeal to a broad range of visitors, and 
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incorporate many terms that are also in the dictionaries. Additionally, the method of videotaping 
was revised to include videotaping at several pre-selected activities located in close proximity to 
one another in the exhibit area.  This was done to enable using a camera on a tri-pod to ensure 
better quality video than the handheld camera used previously. 

 
The visit began with families meeting at either Science in the Park or Take a Closer Look 

at a specified time. As described previously, the activity topics and method of presentation in 
Science in the Park are appropriate for families with both younger and older children. Whereas 
Take a Closer Look is appropriate for families that include older visitors. With this in mind, 
Family A was assigned to Science in the Park. The group of four families was assigned to Take a 
Closer Look. Upon arrival, family members were given an iPod with the dictionaries installed to 
wear around the neck using a lanyard, around the wrist using an armband, or clipped to a belt or 
pocket. The researcher then introduced them to the main iPod functions and dictionary features. 
Next, she explained that six activities in the area had Word Lists posted on them and that the lists 
provided them with a set of key terms for the activity that were in at least one of the dictionaries. 
They were then sent off to do the six activities in any order using the dictionaries and Word Lists 
to help them. They were also encouraged to use the dictionaries at a minimum of two other 
activities in the area that did not have Word Lists. Researchers observed the families as they 
visited the various activities. Family A was videotaped at Jump and Lift in Science in the Park.  
After they had completed all six activities with Word Lists and a minimum of two others, they 
returned to the original meeting area where the researcher interviewed them about their 
experiences.  
 For the next part of the visit, Family A was assigned to Natural Mysteries and the group 
of four families was assigned to Human Body Connection. This was done to ensure that at least 
one family could be observed in each exhibit area. When they reached the area, the researcher 
explained that they should explore the activities within it using the dictionaries to help them.  
They were observed. After the family had a chance to explore the area to their satisfaction, they 
returned to a designated meeting area where the researcher interviewed them about their 
experiences. The images below and on the next page show a Word List attached to an activity 
and examples of families using the lists.  
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Word List Posted on Swing in Science in the Park    Word List Posted on Vibration Sensation in Take a Closer Look 
 

 
 

         
Looking Up Word List Terms at Big See Saw and at Seeing Heat  
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Looking Up “Skeleton” at Human Body Connection   Looking Up Terms at a Human Body Connection 
 
 
Data Collection Instruments 

Observation Guide-The guides used for Phase I were revised as follows: Terms and 
checkboxes were included on forms (one for each area with Word Lists) for use in identifying 
activities visited and terms looked up. Space was included on forms (one for each area without 
Word Lists) for use in writing in activities that were visited and terms looked up. Space was 
included on all of the forms for recording descriptions of conversations and behaviors that 
occurred at each activity.   
 

Interview Forms for Parents and Children-These were similar to those used for Phase I 
with the addition of questions specific to exploration of areas with and without Word Lists such 
as: How were the Word Lists helpful?  Did you look up any words at the activities that did not 
have Word Lists? For areas with Word Lists, tell me how you used the dictionaries in the area. 
For areas without Word Lists, tell me how you used the dictionaries in the area. 
 

Follow-Up Online Survey for Parents-The survey included the same questions as for 
Phase I with the addition of closed response items, such as the following, that ask visitors to 
identify useful features or rate the value particular features add. Which were most helpful or 
useful for you? a) terms in SE b) terms in ASL c) terms in English d) definitions in SE e) 
definitions in ASL f) definitions in English g) voiced definitions. These were included to elicit 
quantitative information to augment the qualitative information provided in responses to the 
open-ended survey questions that originally made up the survey.  

 
Major Findings-Evidence from this seventh visit showed that the Word Lists did help 

family visitors access exhibit content and communicate about their experiences. All of the 
families referred to the posted Word Lists to identify key words for an activity and knew which 
dictionary to use to look them up. This enabled them to use the dictionaries, according to their 
individual needs, to access content that was relevant and applicable to the activity and to 
communicate about it. For example, the mother in Family A said that having the posted Word 
Lists prompted her to  “think about using the words in their proper circumstances.” For the group 
of families that included children with different hearing loss levels and signing ability, the Word 
Lists served as a helpful resource. The families were able to use them in different ways-some 
using illustrations and others using written text or a combination of both-to identify key terms 
they could look up at an activity they were exploring together and then use to discuss or share 
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what to do or what they learned with others in the group. All of the families also used the 
dictionaries to look up terms at activities within the area that did not have posted Word Lists. For 
example, while visiting View From Space in Take a Closer Look, the child with mild hearing loss 
in Family D looked up the term Earth and used the dictionary to learn its sign.  

Evidence from the open exploration of the two areas without posted Word Lists revealed 
that visitors were able to identify terms to look up and then use the dictionaries to look them up. 
For example, the deaf child in Family A looked up the term lion at an activity in Natural 
Mysteries that showed the tracks different kinds of animals left when they walked through sand. 
The children in the group of families spent a considerable amount of time exploring the Human 
Body Connection exhibit area. They used the dictionaries to look up terms at many of the 
activities within it. For example, one of the boys looked up the term hatch at an activity called 
From Egg to Chick that included an incubator and chickens hatching from eggs. Another child, 
shown in the image on the previous page, learned the sign for skeleton, by looking it up at an 
activity called Finding Fossils. This led the researchers to begin to wonder if prior use of the 
dictionaries in settings with posted Word Lists is a factor that enables effective use of the 
dictionaries in settings without Word Lists. Additionally, using the camera on a tri-pod at several 
pre-selected activities in close proximity to one another yielded better quality video footage and 
proved less restrictive than a stationary camera set up.  

 
Focus Group 8-December 2011 (two families)   
 

Participants-Two families participated in Focus Group 8. Family A consisted of a 
hearing mother with superior signing ability, her deaf thirteen-year old son with survival signing 
ability, and her son’s sixteen-year old friend who was deaf with novice signing ability. The 
family’s hearing grandmother and her friend also participated in the visit. They both had no 
signing skills. Family B consisted of a hearing mother and a deaf father, both with superior 
signing ability. They were joined by their two hearing daughters, ages six and eight with novice 
and intermediate signing ability, respectively, and their 3 year old hearing son with novice 
signing ability. The two families were friends and had arranged to participate together. When 
arranging the visit, the families indicated that, for the research portion, they would not mind 
splitting up and exploring different exhibit areas.  

 
Visit Protocol- For this version of the protocol, Word Lists were not included in the 

Science in the Park exhibit area. They were included with the six Take a Closer Look activities 
as for Focus Group 7-How Long Is A Minute?, Light in the Darkness, Vibration Patterns, 
Vibration Sensation, Seeing Heat and Hot or Cold? The intent of this change was to be able to 
see if visitors preferred having Word Lists available and to learn more about their use. With the 
age of the children in mind, Family A was assigned to first visit the activities in Take a Closer 
Look with posted Word Lists followed by a visit to Human Body Connection, an area without 
Word Lists. At Take a Closer Look they were free to select the activities with Word Lists or do 
those without them. Family B was assigned to visit Science in the Park where there were no 
Word Lists followed by a visit to Take a Closer Look. As for Family A, Family B was free to 
select the activities with Word Lists or do those without them. Including an additional researcher 
and interpreter to the team allowed the research to be conducted one-on one with both families 
simultaneously. Additionally, the video camera feature available with the iPod Touch was used 
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for videotaping. This enabled videotaping at many activities without intruding on visitors as they 
did them. 

The families were observed as they explored each exhibit area. Parents and children were 
interviewed after completing their visit to one area and before moving on to the second area. 
They were also interviewed at the end of the visit to the second area. The images below and on 
the next page show families using the dictionaries at activities with and without Word Lists. 
Click Video Clip 8 to view the mother in Family B prompting her hearing child to look up the 
term energy at Race, as they do the activity together.   
 
 

    
            Looking Up Word List Terms at Spin   Looking Up Word List Terms at Seeing Heat 
 

     
Looking up Word List Terms at Human Body Connection   Looking up Word List Terms at Vibration Patterns 
  
Data Collection Instruments - The Observation Guides, Parent and Child Interview Forms, and 
Follow-Up Online Survey for Parents were identical to those used previously for Focus Group 7. 
 
 Major Findings - Evidence from this eighth focus group provided additional support for 
including Word Lists as a component of the visit experience. They helped family visitors access 
exhibit content and communicate about their experiences. Families referred to the Word Lists to 
identify key words for activities and to identify which dictionary to use to look them up. This 
enabled them to use the dictionaries, according to their individual needs, to access content that 
was relevant and applicable to the activity and to communicate about it. For example at 
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Vibration Patterns in Take a Closer Look, as Family A’s hearing mother was explaining the 
difference between horizontal and vertical to the deaf children, they found the terms in the Word 
List and looked them up. Seeing the terms and definitions signed enabled them to apply and 
articulate what they had learned when asked to subsequently explain their understanding of the 
difference between horizontal and vertical in the context of a basketball player making a jump 
shot. They also looked up other Word List terms while at Vibration Patterns, including 
frequency, and vibration. This led to in-depth discussions about the meanings of the terms and 
how they related to the activity. This mother said, “The cards definitely helped to focus our visit 
and have conversations around particular topics.” Family B also found it valuable to have the 
Word Lists to refer to in Take a Closer Look. The deaf father reported that the Word Lists were 
necessary for him and his family to use the dictionaries during the visit. Pointing to the 
information panel at Vibration Sensation he said, “There is so much text here, it [the posted 
Word List] helps to narrow it down to what the goal of the activity is.”   

In contrast, exploration of the areas without posted Word Lists proved challenging. 
Visitors had difficulty identifying terms that were in the dictionaries. Family A’s mother said 
that without the cards she and her family “felt lost.” This was particularly true in the Human 
Body Connection. She said, “It was hard to know what signs to use, if I knew them at all.”  
Additionally, as they explored the activities in this area, the older boys became frustrated when 
they tried to look up terms such as ribosome and endoplasmic reticulum and could not find them 
in the dictionaries.  
 As they explored Science in the Park, Family B’s deaf father worked on his own. He read 
the information panels and identified terms that he wanted to look up. At Turn, he mentioned that 
it was difficult for him to “sort through” all of the English text provided at the activity to identify 
terms that he could learn more about by using the dictionaries. The hearing children in Family B 
required considerable guidance from their mother or the researcher to identify terms that were in 
the dictionaries. For example, at Jump the researcher pointed to the word “graph” on the exhibit 
panel. The hearing child was able to look it up, learn its sign, and then show her father what she 
had learned. Family B’s mother reported that sometimes when she or one of her children looked 
up a term in Science in the Park, the sign and definition that they found did not match 
conceptually with the activity. She said “Having those cards on the activities would have helped 
us know which version of the term to look up and which dictionary to look in.”  She also 
reported that some of the words that they chose to look up in Science in the Park were not in the 
dictionaries.    
 
Focus Group 9-December 2011 (One School Group of Two Classes of Students) 
 

Participants-Two classes of students from the same urban school that participated in 
Focus Group 6 participated in this focus group. The group included 16 students who had not 
previously been part of the pilot study. Eleven of them were high school students; five were fifth 
graders. All sixteen were deaf. Nine had intermediate signing ability and three were advanced 
signers. Two had survival signing skills and two were novice signers. Their science teacher, 
three other teachers, and one interpreter accompanied the students. All of these adults were 
hearing and superior signers.  

 
Visit Protocol-The purposes of the research associated with this visit were threefold: 1) 

To find out about the efficacy of the Word Lists in helping school visitors access exhibit content 
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and communicate about their experiences. 2) To find out about the extent to which school 
visitors use the dictionaries in an exhibit area that does not have Word Lists. 3) To test 
modifications to made to the protocol.  

Based on experiences with Focus Group 6, the protocol was modified as follows: 
Introducing the technology in the busy, loud, exhibit area was particularly challenging due to the 
size of the group. Therefore, researchers visited classrooms the day prior to the visit and 
introduced students and teachers to the dictionaries and their interactive features. To provide 
students with sufficient time to complete the various research activities, each class was allocated 
a minimum of one hour in each of the exhibit areas they were to visit. The activity sheets were 
redesigned to include boxes for students to check off or record words they looked up as they did 
the activities and space for them to record their findings. The Follow Up Student Survey was 
modified to include closed response items. The intent was to offer those students with limited 
ability to communicate in writing the opportunity to share their experiences. A Follow Up 
Teacher Survey was also designed to elicit feedback from teachers following the visit. The 
surveys were given to the teacher on the day of the visit, along with an envelope for returning the 
surveys to TERC. They were to be completed in class the day after their visit and returned within 
one week. 

Prior to the visit, teachers and researchers agreed that the seventh grade students would 
start in Science in the Park. The high school students would start in Take a Closer Look. After 
approximately an hour both groups would proceed to Human Body Connection. Take a Closer 
Look was selected for the high school students since it is appropriate for older children. The 
science teacher had also mentioned that these students had been “working hard on careful 
observation and how to represent what they see” in class prior to the visit. Science in the Park 
was selected for the seventh grade students because the activities within the area are well suited 
for younger visitors. These students had also completed a study of forces and motion as part of 
their science curriculum. Human Body Connection was selected for both groups because the 
content fit naturally with the life science topics they were studying at school. Including an 
additional researcher and interpreter allowed the research to be conducted with both groups 
simultaneously. 

Upon arrival at their respective area, students were divided into pairs. Each pair was 
given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto it, a clipboard with an activity sheet attached, and 
pencils to record their findings. The researcher explained that six activities in the area had Word 
Lists posted on them. The lists provided them with a set of key terms for the activity that were in 
at least one of the dictionaries. They were then sent off to do the six activities in any order using 
the dictionaries and Word Lists to help them and the activity sheet to record their findings. They 
were also encouraged to use the dictionaries at a minimum of two other activities in the area that 
did not have Word Lists and to use the activity sheet to record their findings. Researchers 
observed students and teachers as they worked. Students’ were also videotaped as they worked in 
Take a Closer Look. The iPod Touch camera feature was used once again for this purpose. After 
all of the students’ had completed all six activities with Word Lists and a minimum of two other 
activities, they proceeded to Human Body Connection.  There, the researcher explained that they 
should explore the activities within the area that interested them using the dictionaries to help 
them and the activity sheets to record their findings. They were observed and videotaped. The 
images below and on the next page show students doing activities in Take a Closer Look.     
 Click Video Clip 9 to view a pair of students looking up Word List terms at Seeing Heat, 
and discussing and recording their findings. 	  
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Looking Up Word List Terms at Light in the Darkness Looking up “Frequency” at Seeing Sound Waves 

 

       
Looking up Word List terms at Seeing Heat   Looking up Word List terms at How Long Is a Minute? 
 
 
Data Collection Instruments  

Observation Guide-This was identical to the guide used previously for family groups 
during Phase II. However, it was modified to include the term students rather than children and 
questions such as: What do students do? How do students use the dictionaries?  What terms do 
they look up? 

 
 Activity Sheets-For use in areas with posted Word Lists, the activity sheets included the 
names of each of the six Word List activities in the area, the terms included for each activity, and 
checkboxes for students to use in identifying activities they visited and terms they looked up. For 
use in the area without Word Lists, the activity sheets included space for students to write in the 
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activities they visited and terms they looked up.  Space was included on both sheets for students 
to record what they learned.  
 
 Follow-up Survey for Students-The survey was similar to the version used in Phase I. 
However, the questions were modified to elicit information about students’ experiences with and 
without Word Lists. They were also modified to include fewer open-ended questions and more 
closed response items such as: How helpful were the dictionaries during your visit to the 
museum? a) The dictionaries helped me a lot b) The dictionaries helped me a little bit c) The 
dictionaries didn’t help me at all. Did the Word Lists help you use the dictionaries? a) Yes b) No 
 
 Follow-Up Survey for Teachers—The survey was intended to provide feedback about 
questions of particular interest to the researchers after teachers had had time to reflect on their 
visit experience. The survey contained open and closed response items. Questions included: How 
would you rate the dictionaries as a resource that complements and enriches the visit? a) very 
valuable b) valuable c) neutral d) hardly valuable e) not at all valuable. Describe the value the 
dictionaries added to a field trip visit experience in the areas of comprehending content, 
communicating about a topic, and working independently. 
 
 Major Findings-This visit provided a second set of information from a school group. It 
also provided a first look at students’ use of the Word Lists.  Teachers and students reported that 
being able to use the dictionaries during the visit was useful and informative. Students were able 
to use the Word Lists with the activities in Science in the Park and in Take a Closer Look to help 
them access content and communicate about their experiences. They were able to use the activity 
sheets to record terms they looked up and what they learned. Students’ “checked off” that they 
looked up most, if not all of the terms listed for each of the six activities that had Word Lists 
posted on them. All of the students that completed the Follow-Up Survey responded that the 
Word Lists “helped them to use the dictionaries.”  The science teacher said that the “posted key 
words were very helpful for all students.”  She also added that the World Lists and dictionaries 
“encouraged the kids to think about the English/ASL connection in context.” 
 The observations of students doing activities in Human Body Connection-an exhibit area 
in which Word Lists had not been posted-and analysis of their responses on the activity sheets 
revealed minimal to no use of the dictionaries within this area. Although they were interested in 
the content and seemed engaged in the activities and communicating about what they were 
seeing and doing, they did not identify terms to look up in the dictionaries. When asked about 
this, the teacher said, “I noticed that the high school students were using the lists downstairs in 
Take a Closer Look, and here (in Human Body Connection), they didn’t know the key words. It 
would help (students) to have a list of the key words, to know the important words to be aware of 
in order to understand the whole concept of what each activity is about.” 
 Additionally, all of the modifications to the protocol proved successful. These included: 
introducing students to the technology at their school prior to the visit, ensuring that adequate 
time was allowed for fully exploring each exhibit area, connecting the visit to specific classroom 
science content taken up just prior to the visit, and using follow-up surveys with a combination 
of open and closed response items to gather qualitative and quantitative data from teachers and 
students.  
 
Focus Group 10-December 2011 (one family) 
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 Participants-This family had participated in Focus Group 1. It consisted of a hearing 
mother with advanced signing ability, their hearing nine-year old son with novice signing ability, 
and their deaf ten and a half year old daughter who was a superior signer. The mother is also a 
member of the project Advisory Board. In addition to these family members, the mother’s 
hearing mother in-law and hearing father in-law-the children’s grandparents-participated in the 
visit. They both were novice signers.  
 

Visit Protocol- For this version of the protocol, the Word Lists for the six activities in 
Science in the Park and six activities in Take a Closer Look that were developed and used 
throughout Phase II were posted in the respective exhibit area. The family first visited Science in 
the Park followed by a visit to Take a Closer Look. In both areas they were free to select 
activities irrespective of whether they did or did not have Word Lists. The purpose of this 
research was to find out how visitors used the dictionaries when Word Lists were available but 
they were not mandated to use them. It was also to see if family members gravitated toward 
activities with Word Lists without prompting.  

The families were observed as they explored each exhibit area. Parents, grandparents, and 
children were interviewed after completing their visit to the first area and at the end of the visit to 
the second area. As this visit took place during a school vacation week, the entire museum and 
the exhibit areas were very busy. For this reason, families were not videotaped. 

The images below and on the next page show the family using the dictionaries at 
activities with Word Lists in each exhibit area. 

 

 
Looking Up Word List Terms at Spin   Looking Up Word List Terms at Race 
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      Looking Up Word List Terms at How Long is a Minute?          Looking Up Word List Terms at Seeing Heat 
 
 

Data Collection Instruments-The Observation Guides, Parent and Child Interview Forms, 
and Follow-Up Online Survey for Parents were identical to those used previously for Focus 
Group 8. 
 

Major Findings-Evidence from this tenth focus group provided additional support for 
including Word Lists as a component of the visit experience. They helped family visitors access 
exhibit content and communicate about their experiences. All of the family members referred to 
the Word Lists to identify key words for activities and to identify which dictionary to use to look 
them up. This enabled them to use the dictionaries, according to their individual needs, to access 
content that was relevant and applicable to the activity and to communicate about it. The family 
chose to split up into smaller groups with each child joining one of the grandparents and visiting 
the activities in each area together. To this end, the hearing son accompanied his grandfather and 
the deaf daughter accompanied her grandmother. The mother circulated about but spent most of 
her time with the daughter and grandmother. Typically, they looked up all of the terms on the 
Word List in the dictionaries individually, did the activity together and then discussed what they 
did and what they learned.  At times they would refer back to the dictionary during their 
discussion to clarify their understanding and learn or review signs for relevant terms. Since the 
family had used the dictionaries for their visit during Focus Group 1, they already knew how to 
use their various interactive features. Therefore, the children showed their grandparents how to 
use the dictionaries as they visited the activities. 
 In general the hearing grandparents found that the dictionaries were very helpful to them 
during their visit.  The grandmother said,  “They helped us to enjoy the exhibits more with our 
grandchild.”  They also mentioned that they visited the Pompeii exhibit following the focus 
group portion of visit and that having the iPod dictionaries there “would have been helpful.” 
Both the mother and the grandparents said that the Word Lists were helpful to identify terms that 
could be accessed in the dictionaries at activities where they were present.  The mother also 
pointed out that her deaf daughter was using the dictionaries to look up many or all of the terms 
on the Word Lists at each activity, whereas during their prior visit (Focus Group 1) she hardly 
used the dictionaries at all.  While they did choose to do several activities within each area that 
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did not have posted Word Lists, the family did not use the dictionaries where Word Lists were 
not present.   

 
 

THE FIELD TEST: Implications of the Pilot Test 
 

Overview 
 
 The primary purpose of this pilot test evaluation was to iteratively design, test, and refine 
the research protocols and instruments to be used for the field test. The 10 focus groups that 
participated in the pilot test were comprised of 8 groups of family visitors and two groups of 
school visitors. This resulted in a sample of one hundred participants that included deaf and hard 
of hearing visitors of different ages, genders, and degrees of hearing loss. As is evident from the 
previous discussion, the process of working with these groups yielded preliminary information 
about how the deaf and hard of hearing population integrate the signing dictionaries into their 
MoS experience and the potential impact of their use. Additionally, the Word Lists developed 
based on findings from Phase I and incorporated and tested in Phase II, proved to be a successful 
mechanism for enabling deaf and hard of hearing museum visitors to begin to use the 
dictionaries as an assistive tool. Therefore, they will be included as a primary component of the 
field test protocols for family groups and school groups. We anticipate that implementation of 
these protocols during the field test will enable us to collect requisite information for answering 
our three primary research questions: 1) How do visitors, ages 5-12+ who are deaf or hard of 
hearing, integrate handheld dictionaries into their museum learning experience during family 
visits? 2) How do visitors, in grades K-8+ who are deaf or hard of hearing, integrate handheld 
dictionaries into their museum learning experience during school visits? 3) What kinds of 
science learning are made possible with use of the dictionaries? Specifically, we will determine 
the extent to which the integration of handheld dictionaries in museums, assists visitors who are 
deaf or hard of hearing to: 1) improve their science content knowledge; 2) engage in museum 
experiences independently; and 3) increase their involvement and interest.  The field test 
protocols and instruments that emerged from the pilot test are described below.  
 
Field Test Protocol for Families 
 
Families will use the handheld dictionaries (Signing Science Dictionary [SSD], Signing Math 
Dictionary [SMD], Signing Math Pictionary [SMP]) in one of two pre-selected exhibit areas at 
the Museum of Science, Boston—Take a Closer Look and Science in the Park. These areas were 
selected for the reasons described for the pilot test. Families will be assigned to visit either 
exhibit area based on the information they provide on the Family Information Form prior to the 
visit. A copy of the Family Information Form is included in the Appendix. Prior to beginning the 
test, Word Lists will have been posted on the activity panels for seven of the activities within 
each exhibit. The number of Word Lists was increased from six to seven because Turn was 
added as a Word List activity for Science in the Park and Seeing a Sound Wave was added as a 
Word List activity for Take a Closer Look. Both of these activities were frequently visited and 
popular with visitors during the pilot test.  Before the first group to visit the area selected for 
them starts to do any activities, the researcher will flip a coin. Heads means the group will first 
do activities with Word Lists. Tails means they will start with activities without Word Lists. The 
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next group to visit the same area will do the activities with and without Word Lists in the 
opposite order. Subsequent groups will continue to do the activities in an order that is opposite 
that of the preceding group. The process of flipping a coin to select using or not using activities 
with Word Lists as a starting point and subsequent switching of the order for subsequent groups 
will be repeated for the other exhibit area. The integration of this initial method of random 
assignment was added to the protocol to enable the researchers to find out how beginning with 
Word Lists impacts dictionary use and effectiveness. 

At the beginning of the visit, the researcher will meet with the family at a designated area 
near the entrance to the exhibit area. Family members will be given an iPod with the dictionaries 
installed to wear around the neck using a lanyard, around the wrist using an armband, or clipped 
to a belt or pocket. They will then be introduced to some of the iPod functions and dictionary 
features, including how to access terms and definitions in text, sign, or voice. Next, the 
researcher will explain that seven of the activities have a Word List posted on them. In 
accordance with method of random assignment described, the family will be asked to either: 1) 
Visit two activities with posted Word Lists; visit two activities without posted Word List; visit 
the remaining activities using the dictionaries as they wish. 2) Visit two activities without posted 
Word Lists; visit two activities with posted Word Lists; visit the remaining activities using the 
dictionaries as they wish. The researcher will observe visitors’ behaviors and record them on an 
Observation Log. Copies of the Observation Log for each area are included in the Appendix.  
They will also be videotaped using the iPod Touch camera feature. 
 After the family has completed their exploration of the exhibit area, they will return to a 
designated meeting area where the researcher will interview them about their experiences.  A 
copy of the Interview Form is included in the Appendix.  The family will be sent a link to a 
Follow-Up Online Survey, for parents (or those in this role) to complete within a two-week 
period. A copy of the Follow-Up Online Survey is included in the Appendix. 
 
Field Test Protocol for School Groups 
 
 School groups will use the handheld dictionaries (Signing Science Dictionary [SSD], 
Signing Math Dictionary [SMD], Signing Math Pictionary [SMP]) in one of two pre-selected 
exhibits at the Museum of Science, Boston-Take a Closer Look and Science in the Park. Groups 
will be assigned to visit either exhibit area based on the information the lead teacher provides on 
the Site Data Form and discussion of the group’s needs with the researcher prior to the visit.  A 
copy of the Site Data Form is included in the Appendix.   
Not more than a few days prior to the visit, researchers will visit classrooms to introduce 
students and teachers to the dictionaries and their interactive features. On the day of the visit, 
after the group arrives at its respective area, students will be divided into pairs. Each pair will be 
given an iPod with the dictionaries loaded onto it, a clipboard with an activity sheet attached, and 
pencils to record their findings. Copies of the Activity Sheets for each area are included in the 
Appendix. The researcher will then explain that they will do all seven of the activities that have 
Word Lists posted on them. Students will be instructed to do the activities in any order using the 
dictionaries and Word Lists to help them and the activity sheet to record their findings. They will 
also be encouraged to use the dictionaries at a minimum of two other activities in the area that do 
not have Word Lists and to use the activity sheet to record their findings. Groups will have 
approximately an hour to do the activities with and without Word Lists. For the school visits we 
will not use the coin toss as we do for the family groups. The reason for the initial random 
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assignment for the family visitors is to confirm our finding from pilot testing that when a family 
starts at an exhibit with a Word List, they tend to integrate the dictionaries more completely into 
their museum experience. However, for the school groups, the focus is primarily on our second 
and third research questions, namely, how do the school visitors integrate the dictionaries into 
their visit, and what kinds of science learning is made possible. Therefore the research protocols 
for teachers and students explore issues of science content learning in addition to issues of 
dictionary use in general. This focus does not require a random assignment for the purposes of 
the present study. Researchers will observe students and teachers as they work and record their 
observations on an Observation Log.  The Observation Logs for school groups will be identical 
to those used with families. Copies of the Logs are included in the Appendix. Students’ will also 
be videotaped using the iPod Touch camera.  

Due to the size of school groups, individual members will not be interviewed after doing 
the activities. Instead, the group will reconvene at the original meeting place and the teacher will 
be given an envelope containing a Follow-Up Survey for Teachers and a Follow-Up Survey for 
each student. These will be completed in class the day after the visit and returned to TERC 
(using the stamped return envelope provided) within one week of the visit. Copies of the Follow-
Up Survey for Teachers and the Follow-Up Survey for Students are included in the Appendix. 
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Appendix 
 

INSTRUMENTS FOR FAMILY VISITORS 
 
 

Family Information Form 
 
Contact Information: 
What is the best way for us to contact you?:    o Phone: ___________________  
               o Email: ___________________ 

 
Part I. Parent/Guardian Information (Please complete for all parents/guardians that will 
participate/visit the MoS) 
 
1. Name:________________________ 
 
2. Are you:  
o Hearing o   Deaf    o   Hard of Hearing?  
If yes, please specify your level of hearing loss:  

    o   Mild (27–40dB) 
      o Moderate (41–55dB) 
      o Moderate - Severe (56–70dB) 
      o Severe (71–90dB) 
      o Profound (91dB+) 

 
3.  What is your ethnic background? 

o American Indian/Alaskan Native 
o Asian American  
o African American/Black 
o Latino/Hispanic  
o American Indian/Alaskan Native 
o White 
o Other:___________________ 

 
4. Please check each of the language, communication or sign system(s) that you use. 
 

o  Spoken English 
o  Spoken Spanish 
 

o  American Sign Language 
 

o  Signing Exact English 
 

o  Fingerspelling 
 

o  Simultaneous Communication (sign-supported speech) 
 

o  Manually Coded English Systems 
o  Cued Speech 

 
5. Please specify where you fall within the following “Sign Communication Proficiency Levels” (using 
guide on the next page): 
   o Superior 
   o Advanced 
   o Intermediate 
   o Survival  
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   o Novice 
   o No Functional Skills 
 
Guide to Sign Communication Proficiency Levels 
Superior: Able to have a fully shared conversation, with in-depth elaboration for both social and work 
topics. 
Advanced: Able to have a generally shared conversation with good, spontaneous elaboration for both 
social and work topics. 
Intermediate: Able to discuss with some confidence routine social and work topics within a 
conversational format with some elaboration; generally 3-to-5 sentences. 
Survival: Able to discuss basic social and work topics with responses generally 1-to-3 sentences in 
length. 
Novice: Able to provide single sign and some short phrase/sentence responses to basic questions signed at 
a slow-to-moderate rate with frequent repetition and rephrasing. 
No Functional Skills: (May be) Able to provide short single sign and “primarily” finger-spelled 
responses to some basic questions signed at a slow rate with extensive repetition and rephrasing. 
 
Part II. Child Information (Please complete for all children -deaf/hh/hearing- that will participate/visit 
the MoS.  Note: If you have more than 2 children please complete an additional form.) 
 
1. Name:_______________________Age: ________ 
 
2. Is this child:  
o Hearing o   Deaf    o   Hard of Hearing?  
If deaf/hh, please specify level of hearing loss:  

    o   Mild (27–40dB) 
      o Moderate (41–55dB) 
      o Moderate - Severe (56–70dB) 
      o Severe (71–90dB) 
      o Profound (91dB+) 

o    Cochlear Implant(s)? 
 
3.  Ethnic background 

o American Indian/Alaskan Native 
o Asian American  
o African American/Black 
o Latino/Hispanic  
o American Indian/Alaskan Native 
o White 
o Other:___________________ 

 
4. Ability to read and write English.       

    o Below grade level 
     o At grade level 
     o Above grade level 

 
5. Please check each of the language, communication or sign system(s) that this child uses. 
 

o  Spoken English 
o  Spoken Spanish 
 

o  American Sign Language 
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o  Signing Exact English 
 

o  Fingerspelling 
 

o  Simultaneous Communication (sign-supported speech) 
 

o  Manually Coded English Systems 
o  Cued Speech 

 
6. Please specify where this child falls within the following “Sign Communication Proficiency Levels” 
(using guide on the next page): 
   o Superior 
   o Advanced 
   o Intermediate 
   o Survival  
   o Novice 
   o No Functional Skills 
 
7. Please specify the school/program that this child attends 
   o Public/Private School  
   o School for the Deaf/HH  
   o Preschool/Pre-K  
 
Name of School/Program:___________________________ 
Grade:_____________ 
 
Part 3. Getting Started  
Has your family visited the MoS before?  oYes  o No 
 
If yes, please tell us about any particular challenges or obstacles that you may have experienced during 
prior visits? 
 
 
Has anyone in your family used either the Web or App versions of the Signing Math and Science 
dictionaries at home or at school?  oYes  o No 
 
If yes, please tell us about your prior use of the dictionaries: 
 
 
 
When is your family available during the month of ______________to visit the Museum of Science in 
Boston? (approximate dates or if you are flexible please let us know what days of the week and time of 
day would be best) 
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Observation Log – Science in the Park 
Family: _______________________   Date:_______________________ 
            
Activities with Word Lists  
 
RACE (Start:____ End: ____)  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
•Acceleration (SSD)   
•Potential Energy (SSD)  
•Kinetic Energy (SSD)        
•Fast (SMD)  
•Slow (SMD) 
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
 
SWING  (Start:____ End: ____) 
  
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Pendulum (SSD)   
• Gravity (SSD)  
• Angle (SSD)        
• Long (SMD)  
• Short (SMD) 
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word Lists? 
 
SPIN (Start:____ End: ____) 
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Spin (SSD)   
• Inertia (SSD)  
• Mass (SSD)        
• Speed (SSD)  
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
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• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
BALANCE (Big See Saw) (Start:____ End: ____) 
  
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Lever (SSD)   
• Fulcrum (SSD)  
• Weight (SSD)        
• Distance (SSD)  
• Heavy (SMD) 
• Light (SMD)  
 
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
SLIDE (Start:____ End: ____) 
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Friction (SSD)   
• Push (SSP)  
• Pull (SSP)        
• Air (SSD)  
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
JUMP (Start:____ End: ___ )  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Lever (SSD)   
• Fulcrum (SSD)  
• Weight (SSD)        
• Distance (SSD)  
• Heavy (SMD)  
 
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
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• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
TURN (Start:___End:___) 
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Turn (SMD) 
• Rotate (SSD) 
• Momentum (SSD) 
• Opposite (SMD) 
• Force (SSD) 
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
 

Activities Without Word Lists 
 
Activity Name: _________________ (Start:____ End: ____)  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
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Observation Log – Take a Closer Look 
Family: _______________________   Date:_______________________ 
            
Activities with Word Lists 
 
HOW LONG IS A MINUTE? (Start:____ End: ____)  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Sixty (SMD)   
• Second (SSD)  
• Minute (SMD)        
• Hour (SMD)  
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
 
LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS  (Start:____ End: ____) 
  
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Light (SSD)   
• Reflect (SSP)  
• Dark (SSP)        
• Star (SSD)  
•Space (SSD) 
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
VIBRATION PATTERNS (Start:____ End: ____) 
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Vibrate (SSP)   
• Pattern (SMD)  
• Frequency (SSD)        
• Vertical (SSD)  
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
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• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
SEEING HEAT (Start:____ End: ____) 
  
Terms/Looked Up? 
•Temperature (SSD)   
•Visible Light (SSD)  
•Infrared Light (SSD)        
•Warm (SSP)  
•Cool (SSP)  
 
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the word List? 
 
HOT OR COLD? (Start:____ End: ____) 
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Hot (SSP)   
• Cold (SSD)  
• Nerve (SSD)        
• Metal (SSD)  
• Temperature (SSD) 
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
VIBRATION SENSATION (Start:____ End: ___)  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
• Vibrate (SSP)   
• Hertz (SSD)  
• Frequency (SSD)        
• Wave (SSD)  
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
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SEEING SOUND WAVES (Start:____ End: ___)  
 
Terms/Looked Up?  
• Frequency (SSD)        
• Wave (SSD)  
• Vibrate (SSP) 
• Increase (SMD) 
• Decrease (SMD) 
  
Discussion/Action:  
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
• Looked at/used the Word List? 
 
 

Activities Without Word Lists 
 
Activity Name: _________________ (Start:____ End: ____)  
 
Terms/Looked Up? 
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
 
Discussion/Action: 
• Read the instruction labels? 
• Read the content labels? 
• Talked with others in the group? 
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Family Interview Form 
 
Examples of Post-visit Questions for Children 

1. In general, what do you think about using the dictionaries during the visit? 
2. Did you use the dictionaries to look up any words in either area? (Which words did you 

look up? Give some examples.) 
3. Choose a word that you looked up and tell me why you looked it up? (Was it on the 

Word List, a word displayed on the activity panel, a word you did not know, or a word 
that your parent asked or helped you to look up?) 

4. How did you typically use the dictionary when you looked up words? (Choices: Read the 
English term and/or definition, watched it signed in ASL or SE, or listened to the voiced 
term and/or definition.) 
- What did you learn about that word? (Did you learn how to sign it? Did you learn more 
about its meaning?) 

5. Did using the dictionaries help you do the activities? (Give an example. How did it help?) 
6. Did you like using the dictionaries during the visit? Did it make it easier for you? (Give 

an example. How did it help?) 
 
Examples of Post-visit Questions for Parents 

1. What are your general reactions, thoughts, and impressions about using the dictionaries 
during the visit? 

2. Please tell me how you typically used the dictionaries in the two exhibits?  
- Why did you look up words? (Did you look up words to help you understand the 
instructions, to see the terms or definitions signed, or to be able to better communicate 
with your child and ask or answer his or her questions?) 
- Which features did you use most frequently? (Did you read the term and/or definition, 
watch it signed in ASL or SE, or listen to the term and/or definition voiced?) 

3. Did you look at or use the Word Lists? How were they helpful?   
4. Did you look up any words at the activities that did not have Word Lists?  How did you 

choose words to look up if there were no Word Lists?   
5. Please give me an example of an activity for which you looked up a term. What term did 

you look up? Why did you look it up? What did you learn? What did you do with what 
you learned?  

6. Did you like using the dictionaries during the visit? Did it make it easier for you? (Give 
an example. How did it help?) 

7. Do you think it would be helpful to have access to the dictionaries during subsequent 
visits to the museum or to other types of museums, an aquarium, etc? 
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Follow-up On-Line Survey for Families 
 
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey about your experience using the Mobile 
Signing Math and Science dictionaries at the Museum of Science. Your responses will provide 
us with further insight about your experiences. We estimate it will take you about 10-15 minutes 
to complete the survey. There are two questions at the end where we ask for your child(ren)’s 
thoughts. You may want to have them with you for that portion or ask them the questions, record 
their responses, and then enter them into the survey later. Survey information will be visible only 
to TERC and MoS staff. Any publications that result from this research will keep the names of 
all participants confidential. Reports will only refer to aggregate data, and comments will be 
cited anonymously. 
 
1. Please provide your name so that we can match responses to your information on the family 
information form. 
 
2. How easy was it for you to use the dictionaries? 
Easy  
Difficult  
Comments: 
 
3. How informative was the information in the dictionaries? 
Informative 
Not Informative 
Comments: 
 
4. How useful were the dictionaries during your visit to the museum? 
Useful 
Not Useful 
Comments: 
 
5. Rate how useful each of the following dictionary features was for you:  
Useful, Not Useful, Not Sure, Never Used 
 
SEARCH feature  
Alphabet Bar  
Alphabetical listing of terms  
Parts of Speech  
Definitions  
Illustrations/Examples  
Choice of ASL or SE  
Signing Blocks of Text  
Signing Individual Words  
Human Voice Narration 
Going to Terms Within Definitions  
Changing Signing Speed  
Changing Text Size  
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Changing Signing Character  
Rotating Character 
Zooming Character In and Out 
Comments:  
 
6. Which of the following best describes the way your family experienced the exhibits at the 
museum?  
a) We did most of the activities within exhibit area together. 
b) We split up and explored individually, checking in at times. 
c) Both a and b 
d) Other: please describe 
 
7. Which of the following best describes the way your family used the dictionaries at the 
museum?  
a) We looked up words to learn new signs or see terms signed. 
b) We looked up words to learn more about science and math concepts. 
c) We/I (parents) looked up words to help my child(ren) learn something new, extend their 
learning, or answer their questions. 
d) We/I (parents) looked up words to be able to ask my/our child questions about what they were 
observing/doing. 
e) Each of us used the iPods individually to look up terms on our own for different reasons. 
f) We/I looked up terms to learn more about or be able to talk about and explain what was 
happening in the activities. 
g) We/I looked up terms to help us/me understand the instructions or information presented in 
writing (on activity signs). 
h) We looked up words to hear their definition and learn what they mean, understand 
instructions, and /or communicate in English. 
 
8. Which of the following were most helpful/useful for you? (check all that apply) 
a) terms in SE 
b) terms in ASL 
c) terms in English 
d) definitions in SE 
e) definitions in ASL 
f)  definitions in English 
g) voiced definitions 
 
Please explain your choice(s):  
 
9. Which of the following were most helpful/useful for your deaf/hh child(ren)?  
a) Terms in SE 
b) Terms in ASL 
c) Terms in English 
d) Definitions in SE 
e) Definitions in ASL 
f) Definitions in English 
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g) Voiced definitions 
 
Please explain your choice(s):  
 
For families with hearing children:  
10. Which of the following were most helpful/useful for your hearing child(ren)? (check all that 
apply)? 
a) Terms in SE 
b) Terms in ASL 
c) Terms in English 
d) Definitions in SE 
e) Definitions in ASL 
f)  Definitions in English 
g) Voiced definitions 
 
Please explain your choice(s):  
 
 
11. How useful were the posted Word Lists in helping you use the dictionaries?  
Useful 
Not Useful 
Comments: 
 
12. Did you or your children use the dictionaries to learn new signs?  If so, please list the terms 
that you learned signs for. 
 
13. Did you or your children use the dictionaries to learn the meaning of a term that you did not 
know or were not sure about? If so, please give an example. 
 
14. Did you or your children use the dictionaries to learn something that you didn't know before 
about science or about math? If so, please give an example. 
 
15. Rate how much you agree/disagree with the following statements:  
[choices: Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree] 
 
Using the dictionaries during the visit made it more fun. 
Using the dictionaries during the visit made it easier. 
Using the dictionaries during the visit gave us better access to the exhibits. 
Using the dictionaries during the visit helped us learn more about science or about math. 
Using the dictionaries enhanced our museum experience (We "got more out of it".) 
Using the dictionaries during the visit helped our child(ren) explore and learn on their own 
(reduced the amount of help/instruction needed from parents.) 
 
16. Would you like to use the dictionaries during visits to other exhibits at the museum? 
Yes 
No 
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If so, were there any specific exhibit areas that you visited where you thought that having access 
to the dictionaries would have been particularly helpful? 
 
17. Describe any difficulties you had using the dictionaries. 
 
18. Give one example of how the dictionaries were valuable to you and/or your child(ren) during  
your visit. 
 
19. How might the dictionaries be improved to help you have a more successful visit? 
 
20. What did your child(ren) like about using the dictionaries? (You can ask and record answers 
for them and/or write what you observed at the museum.) 
 
21. Use the space below to provide any additional comments about your museum experience. 
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INSTRUMENTS FOR SCHOOL VISITORS 
 

 
Site Data Form 

 
1. School Information 

School Name: ____________________________________ 
 
School Classification: o  Urban    o  Suburban    o  Rural 
 

2. Teacher/Aide Information (Please provide the name, gender, hearing status and signing ability for all 
teachers/aides/school staff and/or chaperones that will participate in the visit). 
 
1. Name: __________________   Gender: ____ Hearing Status:___________Signing Ability:__________ 
 
2. Name: __________________   Gender: ____ Hearing Status:___________Signing Ability:__________ 
 
3. Name: __________________   Gender: ____ Hearing Status:___________Signing Ability:__________ 
 
4. Name: __________________   Gender: ____ Hearing Status:___________Signing Ability:__________ 
 
5. Name: __________________   Gender: ____ Hearing Status:___________Signing Ability:__________ 
 
 
3. Student Information 

 
• What are the grade level(s) of the students who will participate in the field trip? _______ 

 
• Specify the number of your students that fall within the following ethnic backgrounds: 

 
______  African American/Black  
 
______  American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 
______ Asian 
 
______ Latino/Hispanic  
 
______ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
 

 ______ White 
 
• Describe the ability of the student population that will participate- to read and write English. 
 
o Below grade level 

 
o  At grade level 

 
o  Above grade level 

 
• Specify how many of the students who will participate- use each of the following Language Communication 

Systems: 
 

______  Spoken English  
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______  Spoken Spanish 
 
______ American Sign Language 
 
______ Signing Exact English  
 
______ Fingerspelling 
 

 ______ Simultaneous Communication (sign-supported speech) 
 
   ______ Manually Coded English Systems 
 
   ______ Cued Speech 

 
 
      • Specify how many of the students who will participate-fall within each of the following “hearing  
           status” categories: 

 
 ______ Hearing 
 
 ______ Hard of Hearing 
 
 ______ Hard of Hearing with Cochlear Implant 
 
 ______ Deaf 
 
 ______ Deaf with Cochlear Implant 

 
 
• (Of the students that are Deaf/HH) please specify how many of the students that will participate- fall within 

the following levels of hearing loss: 
 
 ______ Mild (27–40dB) 
 
 ______ Moderate (41–55dB) 
 
 ______ Moderate - Severe (56–70dB) 
 
 ______ Severe (71–90dB) 
 
 ______ Profound (91dB+) 
 
 ______ Cochlear Implant 

 
     • Specify how many of the students who will participate- fall within the following “Sign       
         Communication Proficiency Levels” (using guide on next page): 
 
          ______ Superior 
 
          ______Advanced 
 
          ______Intermediate 
 
          ______Survival  
 
         ______Novice 
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         ______No Functional Skills 
 
Guide to Sign Communication Proficiency Levels 
Superior: Able to have a fully shared conversation, with in-depth elaboration for both social and work 
topics. 
Advanced: Able to have a generally shared conversation with good, spontaneous elaboration for both 
social and work topics. 
Intermediate: Able to discuss with some confidence routine social and work topics within a 
conversational format with some elaboration; generally 3-to-5 sentences. 
Survival: Able to discuss basic social and work topics with responses generally 1-to-3 sentences in 
length. 
Novice: Able to provide single sign and some short phrase/sentence responses to basic questions signed at 
a slow-to-moderate rate with frequent repetition and rephrasing. 
No Functional Skills: (May be) Able to provide short single sign and “primarily” finger-spelled 
responses to some basic questions signed at a slow rate with extensive repetition and rephrasing. 
 
 
 
 
3. What unit/activity/topics are you currently working on with these students in class?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Have your students used the Web or App/Mobile versions of the Signing Math and Science dictionaries 
previously, in school? 
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Science in the Park – Student Activity Sheet 
Name(s): ____________________         Date:_______________________ 
 

Activities with Word Lists 
 
RACE 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qAcceleration (SSD)   
qPotential Energy (SSD)  
qKinetic Energy (SSD)        
qFast (SMD)  
qSlow (SMD) 
 
SWING 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qPendulum (SSD)   
qGravity (SSD)  
qAngle (SSD)        
qLong (SMD)  
qShort (SMD) 
  
 
SPIN 
  
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qSpin (SSD)   
qInertia (SSD)  
qMass (SSD)        
qSpeed (SSD)  
   
 
BALANCE (Big See Saw) 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qLever (SSD)   
qFulcrum (SSD)  
qWeight (SSD)        
qDistance (SSD)  
qHeavy (SMD) 
qLight (SMD)  
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SLIDE 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qFriction (SSD)   
qPush (SSP)  
qPull (SSP)        
qAir (SSD)  
 
JUMP 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qJump (SSP)        
qGravity (SSD)  
qGraph (SSD)  
qUp (SSP)        
qDown (SSP)        
  
TURN 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qTurn (SMD)   
qRotate (SSD)  
qMomentum (SSD)        
qOpposite (SMD)  
qForce (SSD) 

Activities Without Word Lists 
 

Activity Name:_________________ 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
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Take a Closer Look – Student Activity Sheet 
Name(s): ____________________         Date:_______________________ 
 

Activities with Word Lists 
 
HOW LONG IS A MINUTE? 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qSixty (SMD)   
qSecond (SSD)  
qMinute (SMD)        
qHour (SMD) 
 
LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qLight (SSD)  
qReflect (SSP)  
qDark (SSP)        
qStar (SSD)  
qSpace (SSD) 
  
VIBRATION PATTERNS 
  
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qVibrate (SSP)   
qPattern (SMD)  
qFrequency (SSD)        
qVertical (SSD)    
 
SEEING HEAT 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qTemperature (SSD)   
qVisible Light (SSD)  
qInfrared Light (SSD)        
qWarm (SSP)  
qCool (SSP) 
 
HOT OR COLD? 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qHot (SSP)   
qCold (SSD)  
qNerve (SSD)        
qMetal (SSD)  
qTemperature (SSD)  
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VIBRATION SENSATION 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qVibrate (SSP)   
qHertz (SSD)  
qFrequency (SSD)        
qWave (SSD)  
 
SEEING SOUND WAVES 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
qFrequency (SSD)   
qWave (SSD)  
qVibrate (SSP)        
qIncrease (SMD)  
qDecrease (SMD) 
 

Activities Without Word Lists 
 

Activity Name:_________________ 
 
Words I Looked Up    Notes About What I Learned: 
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
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Follow-Up Survey for Teachers 
Your Name: _________________________ 
 

1. How would you rate students’ ability to find information in the dictionaries? 
o Very easy 
o Fairly easy 
o Possible with a little trial and error 
o Somewhat difficult 
o Impossible 
 
2. How would you rate the dictionaries as a resource that complements and enriches the visit? 
o Very Valuable 
o Valuable 
o Neutral 
o Hardly Valuable 
o Not at All Valuable 
 
3. Which of the following best describes the way your students used the dictionaries?  
o Looked up words to learn new signs or see terms signed. 
o Looked up words to learn more about science and math concepts. 
o Looked up words to be able to discuss and explain what was happening. 
o Looked up words to help understand the instructions or information presented in writing. 
o Looked up words to hear their definition and learn what they mean, understand instructions, 
and /or communicate in English. 
o Combination of the above or other (Please explain and give examples below): 
 
4. Which of the following features were most useful for your students? (check all that apply) 
o Terms in SE 
o Terms in ASL 
o Terms in English 
o Definitions in SE 
o Definitions in ASL 
o Definitions in English 
o Voiced definitions 
 
Please explain your choice(s) below:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Rate how much you agree/disagree with the following:  
 
Using the dictionaries during the visit made it more fun for my students. 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree           o   Strongly Disagree 
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Using the dictionaries during the visit made it easier for my students. 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree           o   Strongly Disagree 
 
Using the dictionaries during the visit gave my students better access to the exhibits. 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree             o   Strongly Disagree 
 
Using the dictionaries during the visit helped my students learn more about science or about 
math. 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree           o  Strongly Disagree 
 
Using the dictionaries enhanced our museum field trip experience (We "got more out of it".) 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree             o   Strongly Disagree 
 
Using the dictionaries during the visit helped students explore and learn on their own (reduced 
the amount of help needed from teachers and chaperones). 
o Strongly Agree  o   Agree  o   Disagree          o   Strongly Disagree 
 
Comments: 
 
 
6. Did using the dictionaries accommodate students’ different needs and learning styles? __Yes 

__ No If yes, give an example. 
 
 
 
7. Describe the value the dictionaries added to a field trip visit experience in the areas of 

comprehending the content, communicating about a topic, and working independently. 
 
 
8. Would you like to use the dictionaries during future field trip visits? 
o Yes 
o No 
If so, were there any specific exhibit areas that you visited where you thought that having access 
to the dictionaries would have been particularly helpful for your students? 
 
 
9.  How might the dictionaries or the process (way that they are used) be improved to help you 
and your students have a more valuable field trip experience? 
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Follow-Up Survey for Students  
Name:____________________     Teacher:________________ 
 
1. How easy was it for you to use the dictionaries? 
o Very easy 
o Possible with a little trial and error 
o Difficult 
 
 
2. How helpful were dictionaries during your visit to the museum? 
o The dictionaries helped me a lot. 
o The dictionaries helped me a little bit.  
o The dictionaries didn’t help me at all. 
 
 
3. How did you use the dictionaries at the museum? (You may check more than one.) 
o I looked up words to learn new signs or see terms signed. 
o I looked up words to learn more about science and math. 
o I looked up words to learn more about what was happening. 
o I looked up words to be able to discuss and explain what was happening.  
o I looked up words to help me understand written information. 
o I looked up words to hear their definition and learn what they mean, understand 
       instructions, and/or communicate in English. 
 
 
4. What features did you look at? (You may check more than one.) 
o I looked at words in SE.  
o I looked at words in ASL. 
o I looked at words in English. 
o I looked at definitions of words in SE. 
o I looked at definitions of words in ASL. 
o I looked at definitions of words in English. 
o I listened to voiced definitions. 
 
5. Did the Word Lists help you use the dictionaries?  
o Yes 
o No 
 
 
6. Would you want to use the dictionaries again if you went back to the museum? 
o Yes 
o No 
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7. Check whether you agree or disagree: 
 
Using the dictionaries during the field trip……. 

Agree 

 

Disagree 

 
 
Made it fun. 

  

 
Made it easier. 

  

 
Helped me learn. 

  

 
Helped me explore and learn on my own. 

  

 
8. Did you use the dictionaries to learn new signs?  If so, please list the terms for which you 
learned signs explain what you were able to do once you learned the signs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Did you learn the meaning of a word that you didn't know or weren't sure about? If so, please 
give an example and explain what you were able to do once you learned the meaning of the 
word. 
 
 


